Full Lace Cap Wigs
designed with you in mind
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Our top designers created the Rio Collection by
selecting a special French Lace foundation material for
all our full cap designs. After the lace cap is formed
then only the finest Remi Human hair is selected to be
individually and meticulously hand tied into the soft
French Lace materials.This creates an extremely
comfortable fit and a very natural appearance. Each
design is available in eleven beautifully blended colors
in a variety of textures and finished hair lengths that
will enhance your hairstyle and fashion look.

The Rio Collection provides you with
a wide variety of fashion options.
Whether you want the silky straight texture of the
Yaki Permed, the slight wave of the French Refined,
or the curl of the Deep Wave texture, the Rio
collection has the answer for you. Each texture and
design can be parted anywhere on the lace scalp area
and has the versatility to be worn in whatever hair
style you would like, such as a high pony tail,
Chignon, up-dos, or just long hair naturally flowing
over your shoulders.
If you are looking for a comfortable full lace cap
wig or partial closures designed to weave with and
enhance your own natural hair, the Rio Collection
is the choice for you. To experience any of these
stunning looks, we encourage you to call today and
schedule your private no-obligation consultation.
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Enjoy unlimited
styling options and
versatility with our
Remi hair in Deep
Wave texture.
This luxurious Deep Wave
texture moves and flows freely,
while holding its beautiful curl,
even after shampooing. For
added versatility, you can flat
iron for a sleek look, roller set
for a curlier look, fluff it out
for a fuller look, or add a little
mousse for a sleek wet look.
Yes you can style it into
whatever fits your mood or
your fashion desire for the new
look that is you.

Maravil-DW
Color #2NA
(Fluffed for fuller look)

Alexi-DW
Color #3N
(Roller set for curlier look)
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The natural relaxed
texture of the Yaki
Permed.
The natural relaxed texture of
the Yaki Permed is perfect for
the woman wanting to make a
fashion statement. It moves and
flows freely giving you that
long, casual style you desire.
After shampooing, the hair
dries straight with a slight bend
at the ends. You may also flat
iron for a smooth, sleek look.
The Yaki Permed will give you
a rich elegant look that will
make sure you are noticed.
Why look and feel
less than your best?

Alexi-YP
Color #1
Maravil-YP
Color #C5/7
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Touch it...feel it...
love it! This is the
look you’ve been
dreaming of.
Whether you are looking
for a full lace wig to cover
up thinning hair or you just
want that long, sassy new look,
the Rio Collection is for you.
The French Refined is
texturized with a slight wave
pattern that creates a casual
or sophisticated look for today’s
woman. After shampooing, the
hair dries wavy with slight loose
curls or you may flat iron for a
sleek look. For added versatility
you can roller set the hair or
scrunch dry.This straight
texture simply has all the
features, personality, and appeal
you’ve been looking for.

Alexi-FR
Color #2NA
(Using flat iron)

Alexi-FR
Color #2NA

french refined
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The Rio Collection is an
addition to the Gemtress
family of women’s hair
solutions and is specifically
designed with you in mind.
The collection offers a selection
of full lace wigs and natural looking
enhancements and closures, all
hand‑crafted in beautiful colors for today’s
stylish look. Our designers selected the
French Lace material to help enhance your
hair growth, while at the same time giving
you the most natural appearance and
comfort, as well as a stylish look of today.

Gemtress is renowned for its world‑class
attention to detail and workmanship
that shines through in each design, and
makes the Rio Collection the obvious
choice for you.
The Rio Collection is available in a variety
of lengths, styles, and colors, making this
product line as versatile as the women for
whom it’s been designed.

Ask us to see the many other
Rio Collection designs.
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Call today and schedule your private consultation.
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